Abstract. Clouds consist of water particles (hydrometeors) in different aggregate states. Above the melting layer these hydrometeors are formed mainly as ice crystals and other completely or partly frozen particles. With measurements from the C-band dual polarimetric radar POLDIRAD (Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany) the backscattered signals of the ice particles in the horizontal/vertical polarisation base were analysed. The focus is lying on the co-polar reflectivities and therefore the differential reflectivity. In the next step a simulation of the backscattered signals deliver the physical ansatz for the creation of an ice crystal class. Finally the comparison of this class with a raindrop classification is shown.
Introduction
The analysis of ice crystals using C-band radar is a rarely addressed topic in the hydrometeor observation. Due to their small size (typically just tenths of millimetres) it is more useful to use higher observation frequencies in the range of 100 GHz or higher with their smaller wavelengths in the area of millimetres (e.g. Wolde and Vali, 2001 and Singh, 2002) . Therefore the investigation with a cmwavelength radar lead to lower echo intensities as provided by a mm-wavelength radar. Furthermore, single ice particles have very high axial-ratio-shapes (Sect. 3) and with it the usage of dual polarimetric radar (Sect. 2) give additional information. The paper starts with a short description of the radar hardware and measured datasets in Sect. 2 followed by the introduction of the model for the backscattering simulation of the ice particles in Sect. 3. The comparison of the measured Correspondence to: J. Steinert (joerg.steinert@etit.tu-chemnitz.de) powers with the simulated values is then given in Sect. 4. The paper is finalized in Sect. 5 with the application of the achieved results in a classification algorithm.
Hardware for measurement and measured signatures
With the weather radar of the DLR (POLDIRAD, Sect. 2.1) datasets of different precipitation events (stratiform and convective) including ice particles in cirrus formations were investigated. From this database, regions of ice crystals were manually selected (Sect. 2.2) and from the resulting scatter plots of the reflectivity and the differential reflectivity a corresponding fitting function was determined (Sect. 2.3).
POLDIRAD and the measured parameters
The POLDIRAD is a ground-based dual polarisation radar and is located in Oberpfaffenhofen (near Munich), Germany. The co-polar (eg. Z hh and Z vv for a horizontal/vertical polarisation base) and cross-polar reflectivities (Z hv and Z vh ) are achieved from several samples (typically 128). Each sample is measured within a time interval of two pulses (cf., the "Smatrix" mode measurement scheme in Fig. 1a from Schroth et al., 1988) . The minimum detectable signal of −108 dBm (cf., Table 3 in Schroth et al., 1988) makes the recognition of ice crystal signatures possible with their very low backscattered signals. For the analysis of the data the two co-polar reflectivities Z hh and Z vv measured in dBZ were taken. The indices mean that the polarisation of the transmitted and the received signal is the same. Another parameter which follows is the differential reflectivity Z DR with
resulting in dB.
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Analysis of the datasets
Ice crystal data has been selected from several datasets (independent from stratiform and convective clouds for different seasons). The selection of the ice crystal signatures has been done at the top layer of the clouds. The occurence in this region is resulted due to cloud dynamics and low temperatures above the 0 • C isotherme. Important is the fact that the radar processor delivers the equivalent reflectivity (Z e ). This means that the reflectivity is connected to scatterers in liquid phase. More details to the relation between the aggregate state and the backscattered signal are given in Sect. 3. For the present it is only meaningful that the reflectivities in the forthcoming plots and equations are with Z e . One example of the data selection is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 with a black rectangle. The ice crystal data of seven datasets is plotted in Fig. 3 as scatter plot of the horizontal reflectivity and the differential reflectivity. As can be seen in the scatter plot Z DR (a parameter that is closely related to the particle shape at C-band) reaches values up to 4 dB and higher. This corresponds to very oblate hydrometeors (cf., Steinert and Chandra, 2008) . The reflectivity in horizontal polarisation reaches minimum values downto −10 dBZ which demonstrates the weakness of the backscattered signals from ice crystal signatures. It has to be mentioned that no comparable in-situ measurements were available to prove that there are ice crystals in the chosen cases. But generally in-situ measurements by aircrafts (e.g. Wolde and Vali, 2001 ) have shown that ice crystal structures exist in the top layer of clouds.
Fitting function
The summary of data to an equation is not easy to handle. Above all, a fitting function is a challenge for data with large variations and so the chosen type of fitting function is the linchpin of the mathematical and optical accuracy. Here, a linear fit was taken though we have to keep in mind that other types (e.g. exponential) will fit the data, too. The equation for the fit is
Shown is this function in orange color in Fig. 3 as overplot to the data. Auer and Veal (1970) .
Simulation of backscattered signals from ice crystals
The reflectivity is calculated by
with the wavelength λ of the transmitted/received signal, K the dielectric factor calculated by K = −1 +2 and the complex permittivity . σ hh,vv is the backscattering crosssection for the corresponding polarisation. Because of the high dynamic range of the reflectivity values from Eq. 3, the transformation into the logarithmic scale is obvious with Z hh,vv =10 · log 10 (ζ hh,vv ). The result is Z hh,vv in the unit dBZ (cf., Sect. 2.1). The differential reflectivity Z DR that is related to the shape of the hydrometeors is then estimated with Eq. 1. The permittivity was calculated according to Ray (1972) and results for ice crystals to |K| 2 ≈ 0.176 and for water to |K| 2 ≈ 0.931. This difference is important for the consideration of Z e because it follows for the comparison of the simulation with the data ζ e =ζ water = ζ ice 5.29 or Z e = Z ice −7.23 dB (cf., Eq. 3).
Ice particles have various shapes which were characterised in the three types column, plate and stellar by Auer and Veal (1970) . They are shown in Fig. 4 and the corresponding height h to diameter d relations from Auer and Veal (1970) are given by columns: h = 11.3d 0.414 plates: h = 2.02d 0.449 (4) stellars: h = 2.03d 0.431 with h and d in µm.
σ hh,vv for ice particles are simulated with the RayleighGans approximation and so with the calculations for spheroids. This simplification in shape was done because the small size of ice particles compared to the wavelength leads to a small error by using a variant shape for plates and columns (Vivekanandan et al., 1994 Aydin and Walsh, 1998) .
The simulated reflectivities are displayed with solid lines in Fig. 5 for the three types of ice crystals. Depending on the size relations and so the extent of oblateness of the particles (shown with Eq. 4) the Z DR is higher for plates and stellars as for columns. In Aydin and Walsh (1998) equations from simulation results were presented as Z DP * −Z hh relationships. They were transformed to Z DR −Z hh relationships and overplotted in Fig. 5 with dashed lines.
The mean squared error (MSE) with
was selected as criterium for the goodness-of-fit between two functions. Lower the MSE the better is the conformance of the two functions. It is to be seen in Fig. 5 Aydin and Walsh, 1998) . Depending on the fact that columns are not rotationally symmetric in their fall behaviour the backscattering cross-section changes with time. A point of criticism is then the, for this study implemented, view on a fixed position of the column with an averaged cross-section without taking into account the statistical distribution of the position.
Combination of measurements with simulation results
In the following no mixing of the three types of ice particles was assumed and so only homogeneous volumes are presented. The differences between the results from the real measurement (Fig. 3 ) and the simulation (Fig. 5) show a high offset in Z DR values of bias(Z DR ) p =7.2 dB for plates and bias(Z DR ) s =7.3 dB for stellars. The columns are more similar with the data with bias(Z DR ) c =2.6 dB. To give better agreement to the data we focus on the variation of two parameter in the microphysical simulation. On the one hand, the canting of the particles represented by the canting angle α and on the other hand the permittivity of the particles was addressed. In the first stage the ice particles were implemented with horizontal orientation (no canting) (cf., Fig. 5 ). Then the canting angle was introduced by a method of Holt (1984) . The best solution for columns was found with α=25 • . The MSE reduces from MSE(Z DR ) c,0 • = 8.06 to MSE(Z DR ) c,25 • =1.21 which is a good value if we look at the variance of the data. In Fig. 6 the simulation of the canted columns (blue solid curve) is displayed with the ice crystal data (dark grey color). For the high decrease of the Z DR from plates and stellars the canting assumption alone does not match the data and so the second parameter the permittivity joined the game. The variation in means that the material of the scatterer changes. In this case, the combination of pure ice with air inclusion was chosen, which represents the transfer from pure ice crystals to snowflakes. The mixing was done by
with the density ρ in Shown are the new simulation curves for plates and stellars with solid curves in Fig. 7 in green (plates) and red (stellars) color. This assumed density for plates and stellars and likewise the canted columns show that their existence is possible with respect to the real radar data.
Classification of frozen particles and raindrops
Ice crystals and raindrops have, apart from their different aggregate state, several geometrical shapes. With this the backscattered signals from them shall show distinguishable signatures. The polarimetric signatures and therewith the classification features for raindrops have been used from Steinert and Chandra (2008) . The main criterium is Z hh as it is usually lower for ice crystals than for raindrops resulting from their physical size and particle size distribution. An overlapping area is given at Z hh =20 dBZ ± 5 dB (see green and orange curve in Fig. 3 ) therefore a seperation between the two classes is just possible with an additional parameter. In the implemented classification the temperature, which was interpolated from the temperature at ground, was used. The classes for the raindrops were built from the equations of Steinert and Chandra (2008) and the fitting function of ice crystals (Eq. 2) is the base for the desired class. In Fig. 8 the classification of the same dataset as presented in Fig. 1 and 2 (Z hh and Z DR ) is displayed. To increase the clarity the other hydrometeor classes like melting particles and snowflakes have been faded out from the picture and taken into the not classified (NC) class. This example shows that the seperation between ice crystals and raindrops succeeded well.
Conclusions
Starting with recorded C-band radar data of ice crystal signatures a comparison to simulation results was shown. The result is that for monodisperse volumes (only one type of plate, stellar or column) of ice crystal types, the simulation shall be expanded by a canting model. Additionally, the look on iceair mixed-phase particles is a promising way. The value of the mixed-phase permittivity for plates and stellars was in good agreement with Dissanayake et al. (1983) and the assumption of slightly canted columns delivers reasonable results. Furthermore, the formation of an ice crystal class gives with reflectivity and temperature parameters a well distinguishable classification between ice crystals and raindrops. Still a final statement of the hydrometeor composition in the radar pulse volume can not be given. But, relating to the subsun effect, as reflection of the sunlight by clouds (e.g. Katz, 1998) , the suggestion of flat plates is prefered by the authors. For further studies, on the one hand, the combination of different ice crystal types and on the other hand the mixing of different frozen hydrometeor types like ice crystals with snowflakes could give better matching simulation results.
